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Water and dust proof 
switch box.

Excellent wheel and turning radius. 
12 inch solid Polyurethane wheels that 
can withstand harsh jobsite conditions.

Slanted lamp heads design  
360° adjustable lamp heads to ensure 
best light distribution. Easily adjustable 
without tools.

5 section mast with 
maximum height of 
5 meters 

Easy to operate wind stabilizer which allows 
operating at winds up to 57 km/hr with mast at 
full heighs of 5 meters.*

Multifunction Floodlight 
Tower MLE415

This Wacker Neuson compact size and light 

weight light tower offers outstanding perfor-

mance and a high degree of safety, yet at a 

most competitive price, thus providing you the 

best return of investment.

Using modular LED lights with long lifetime, 

the ML series is an excellent choice for lighting 

construction sites, municipal road maintenance, 

commercial landscaping and wherever reliable 

and safe mobile lighting is needed.

Robust. Reliable. And ready for the job.

MLE415

Modular LED for efficient 
light coverage (3,800 m2 at 
average 10 lux) and long 
lifetime (50,000 hours). 

NEW

Long durable design: 
LED perfectly protected 
by cast aluminium 
housing and frame.  
LED can be easily 
replaced when broken.
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SPECIFICATIONS UNIT MLE415

Net weight (without generator) kg 123

L x W x H 
(in transportation position)

mm 1,170 x 835 x 1,950

Max. mast height m 5

Lamp type - 4 x 150W LED (4 x 150W)

Initial luminous flux lm 90,000

Voltage V 100~240

Frequency Hz 50/60

Operation temperature °C -5~+40

Ingress Protection rating - IP44 (lamp is IP67)

Recommended generator - MG3/MG2i

Max. continuous running time Hrs 24 hrs w/MG3 (15 liters fuel)

www.wackerneuson.com/m

Data is calculated when equipped with MG3

MLE415

MG3

Excellent coverage 
3,800 m² (average 10 luxes)

Long LED lifetime
up to 50,000 hours

Fuel efficient
0.6 l/h (with MG3)

Great stability
Wind stability up to 57 km/hr at 
maximum height of 5 m (with MG3)

Benefits of Light Tower MLE415  
at a glance:


